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Fno¡¡r Pr,ero ro rHE Posr¡,roDERN: A Reader

- Seán Burke -
'Seán Burke writes with an appealing intellecrual formaliry a lucidity and stern
momenrum. This very distinguished book is that mixrure of vigour and

plainness in theory that readers who care about üe author have been awaiting.'
The Gaard.ian, on The Deatb and Rettut of tbe Author

What does it mean to aut'hor a text? What is the relarionship between Divine
and human creativity? Have God end the Author died a common death? How
does the role of the author vary fiom one erá to another? Is authorship an
issue of gender?:l4lhat are rhe politics of aurhorship? Does the author's life
bear on the rrritingand the reading of the work? Is it possible ro wrire the selP

These are but a few:of,,the questions raised in Seán Burke's new volume which
announces that authorship is once more ar the forefront o[ literary
philosophical a¡d aulaual concerns. The first collection to gather rogerher the
essential material in dre ¡wentieth-century debate, this work also represents
the major historical shifu in conceptions of authorship from the Classical age
through to crrrrent debates concerning intention, influence, impersonality,
authorial disappearance and the posurodern fragmentation of subjectivity.
Connecting the conceprual and cultural, this reader foregrounds materialist,
postcolonial and feminist critiques along with the issue of political
accountability as it has been raised in the very different contexts ofthe
contoversies surrounding Martin Heidegger and Salman Rushdie.

A comprehensive guide to the contemporary stare of enquiry and a pointer to
the future of authorship as a srrong literary and cultural category, this
collectionprovides invaluable reference material for scholars and teachers
working in *re field. Complete with a detailed general inroduction and
suggestivesecdon notes, the work will also serve to orient those coming to the
subiect for the first time.

SEÁN BLIRKET fust book wasThe Deatb and Rentrn of the Autbor-. He
is currendy lacturer in English Lirerarure at üe lJniversity of Durham.
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